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“It is health that is real wealth and

not pieces of gold and silver.”

Mahatma Gandhi
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GET TO KNOW FORMULA 787
Formula787 is a FDA registered company with a commercial hemp license to
import and distribute hemp products Formula787 has established itself at the
forefront of the CBD industry. All of our CBD has a strict chain of custody, and we
abide by all state/federal agricultural laws and regulations. We provide the
highest quality products with pharmaceutical grade isolate, distillate and water
soluble hemp derived cannabinoids.

Formula 787’s CBD is sourced from the highest quality hemp farms in Colorado
and our own farm in Oregon. Formula 787’s Phyto-cannabinoid rich hemp is
always the top priority to ensure quality products. Formula 787’s extracts contain
no solvents, no heavy metals, no pesticides, and no pesticides, and always
compliant with 0.3% or less THC. The hemp extract is 3rd party tested. The
manufacturing facilities are GMP certified. Formula 787 is an FDA registered
company, #1445848144(2021) / #19632884180(2022). Our commercial hemp
license is OLIC #72_0018P and our hemp farm in Oregon registration
#180927395. Formula 787’s diligence is what we pride ourselves. We are
dedicated to educating the public this amazing alternative therapeutic option to
medical conditions. In addition, we are also on the forefront   of alternative
cannabinoid extraction like CBN, CBDa, CBG, D8, D10 and the strongest
cannabinoid in the market THCP.
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HEMP MARKET EXPANSION
"CBD MARKET COULD REACH $20 BILLION BY 2024, SAYS NEW STUDY"

Affecting industries as diverse as
cosmetics, food & beverage and
pharmaceuticals, the exploding CBD
(cannabidiol) market has generated
considerable headlines. The latest one,
by leading cannabis researchers BDS
Analytics and Arcview Market Research,
projects that the collective market for
CBD sales in the U.S. will surpass $20
billion by 2024.

BDS Analytics predicts that the majority
of CBD product sales will soon occur in
general retail stores instead of cannabis
dispensaries. When you consider how
cannabis has become increasingly
integrated into mainstream society, as
represented by the number of states
that have legalized recreational or
medical markets (33 and D.C. for
recreational use and 10 states plus D.C.
for adult use), the BDS prognostication
makes perfect sense.

Other findings from the study
include:

- CBD product sales in dispensaries
since 2014 have grown at an even
faster rate than overall sales in
dispensaries

- 66 percent of hemp-derived CBD
consumers in the U.S. agree with full
federal legalization of cannabis, with
90 percent believing that marijuana
has medical benefits; and

- CBD consumers are an average age
of 40, have higher education, and are
more likely than non-consumers to be
employed full time.” - Forbes

Pet Care - $0.7B
Inhalables - $1.3B
Sublinguals - $1.6B
Pharmaceuticals - $2.2B
Topicals - $5.5B
Edibles - $6.9B
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OUR ADVANTAGES

BUILD YOUR BRAND

- Large Selection

- High Quality

- Custom Formulation Available

- Formulate with up to 6,000

different nutraceuticals

INDUSTRY LEADING
TURNAROUND TIME

- Maintain Large stock of Raw

Materials

- Produce Higher Batches

- State of the Art Equipment

- Low MOQ’s

QUALITY FROM START TO
FINISH

- Certified raw materials

- Chain of custody

- Lab tested finished products

- Organic and high quality

ingredients 
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We are constantly creating unique products with the highest quality ingredients, from raw
CBD oils and isolates, to skin care base ingredients. We partner with Registered Farms and
Labs that only offer the highest quality controls from seeds to extraction. All our labs and
farms are 100% USA based, State  and Federally Compliant.

This is a distinct advantage that truly sets us apart in the industry and affords us the
unique opportunity to provide the most competitive pricing, products and service.

All of our labs and farms are USA and State / Federally Compliant.
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CAPABILITIES

In addition to our farm, Redwood Hemp in Oregon, we have access
to 1,000’s of acres of biomass. From organic biomass to smokeable
flower, we got it covered. We are always Farm Bill compliant, all of
our CBD has a strict chain of custody, and we abide by all
state/federal agricultural laws and regulations. High percentage
CBD and CBG seeds. With 100% Feminization rates and 99%
Germination. We have Sativa, Indica, and Hybrid. Come visit the
Farm.

Cultivation & Seeds

Formula 787 offers Supercritical CO2 extraction, hydrocarbon,
ethanol extraction, and gas chromatography for the most efficient
tolling of hemp and the production of the highest quality
pharmaceutical grade isolates and distillates.
We also use the lowest heat for decarboxylation in the market for a
terpene/nutrient filled profile, non-viscous oil, with guaranteed
yields of at least .8%

Extraction

Formula 787 can walk you through the necessary steps to create a
successful CBD business. We offer expert consultation and insight
into the industry, including detailed facts on all cannabinoids,
COA’s and testing reports, product ingredient options, formulations,
label dimensions and packaging specs, connections to fulfillment
centers, shipping software and integration, access to our expert
online website developers and affiliate marketing options, and so
much more.

Manufacture

Third party tested - testing for raw materials, processing, and
manufacturing products.
COA’s available

Testing
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3RD PARTY TESTING
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UNIQUE PRODUCTS
We are constantly creating new industry leading and unique products. Using the highest
quality ingredients creates fantastic results.

FULL TRACEABILITY & TRANSPARENCY
Formula787 formulates all products with careful attention for full traceability and
transparency

3RD PARTY TESTING
We 3rd party test every batch of raw materials and randomly batch test finished products.

RAW MATERIAL TESTING

- All materials are Quarantined upon arrival

- Samples of every batch are sent to a 3rd

party

- Review results and release raw

ingredients to manufacturing to make the

finished product.

FINISHED BATCH TESTING

- Batch lots will be placed in the inventory

- Supply consumers with purchased orders

- Provide online access to the public of

finished product testing
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STEPS TO MAKE YOUR BRAND

STEP 1

- Choose from our top selling
products for your brand

OR

- You can order custom
formulations
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OUR FOCUS IS MANUFACTURING
TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS

STEP 2

- We pull from Stock

OR

- We manufacture them with
US grown raw materials

STEP 3

- We start the boxing & kitting
that needs to be done & then
package the order for your
address.

- 3rd party fulfillment

STEP 4

- Ship your products with
industry leading turnaround
time

- 14 days on average

WE ALWAYS HAVE STOCK AND OFFER THE INDUSTRY'S FASTEST LEAD TIMES
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CBD TINCTURESCBD TINCTURES  
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PRODUCTS
DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, WHITE LABEL, FULFILLMENT

ABOUT - Available in pharmaceutical grade hemp derived isolate, broad spectrum, full
spectrum, D8, and D10. Control your own daily dosage by adding as many or as few
drops as your medical condition and body needs. 

INGREDIENTS
- CBD hemp extract, carrier oil, nutraceuticals, adaptogens, herbs.
- Carrier oils: Hemp seed oil, MCT oil, Grape seed oil, Olive oil. 

POTENCY - Custom Formulation available

BOTTLES - We carry various colors: Amber, Black, Blue. 

FLAVORS - You pick it -> We make it: From peppermint to bubblegum we have
hundreds of flavors. 

TINCTURES
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CBDCBD
SOFT GELS/CAPSULES/VITAMINSSOFT GELS/CAPSULES/VITAMINS
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ABOUT - These are perfect for on the go when you need them. Our softgels can be
taken morning or night for fast and easy relief

INGREDIENTS - Phyto-cannabinoid CBD hemp extract, MCT oil, kosher bovine gelatin,
water, glycerin. WE ALSO CARRY ORGANIC CRRIER OILS ALONG WITH VEGAN OPTIONS -
Available in either pharmaceutical grade isolate, broad spectrum, full spectrum. D8,
D10 and 6,000 different nutraceuticals.

POTENCY - Custom Formulation available

SOFT GELS

PRODUCTS
DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, WHITE LABEL, FULFILLMENT
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CBD EDIBLESCBD EDIBLES
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ABOUT - We offer all shapes, flavors, and formulations! You can choose from our 10mg
gummy worms to 25mg watermelon flavored rings. Our best seller is our 10mg Organic
Vegan Melatonin x CBD infused gummy, for a perfect night sleep. If you haven’t tried a
CBD gummy already, you're missing out on the industry’s number one product of
choice!

INGREDIENTS - Organic, vegan, dairy free, gluten free, fat free, low sodium, MSG free, no
artificial sweeteners, peanut free, tree nut free.

POTENCY - Ask your Formula 787 representative for more details.

MORE EDIBLES MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES 
Popcorn, Rainbow fish, Rice crispies, Trail mix, Chocolate pretzels, Olive oil, Protein
powders, Oral spray.

At Formula787 we create our hemp snacks with love and top
quality ingredients. From sweet to salty, we cover all the
delicious snacks.
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CBD INFUSED EDIBLES
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CBD SKIN CARE / PAIN RELIEFCBD SKIN CARE / PAIN RELIEF
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ABOUT - Formula 787’s pain stick is the must-have convenient and mess-free product to
always carry with you! Be in your purse, in your gym bag, or in your travel bag, you will always
be prepared to rub on some anti-inflammatory goodness.

INGREDIENTS - Organic Shea Butter, Organic Beeswax, Organic Coconut Oil, Organic Jojoba Oil,
Industrial Hemp Extract – Full Spectrum, Organic Arnica Oil, Organic Tea Tree Essential Oil,
Organic Rosemary Essential Oil, Organic Peppermint Essential Oil, Organic Eucalyptus Essential
Oil, Organic Lavender Essential, Organic Pure Capsicum Oil.

POTENCY - Custom Formulation available

CBD PAIN STICK

SKIN CARE & PAIN RELIEF
DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, WHITE LABEL, FULFILLMENT

CBD PAIN CREAM

ABOUT - Our high-quality pain relief is truly life-changing! No other topical on the market has
such a concentrated dosage of broad spectrum CBD infused with organic essential oils that will
heal your aches and pains. It's a perfect amount for those who need alternative medical
attention from serious pain and injuries.

INGREDIENTS - Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter, Arrowroot Powder, Water(Aqua), Glycerin,
Cetearyl Alcohol, Glycerin Stearate SE, Theobroma Cacao (Cocoa) Seed Butter,
Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethiconol, Laureth-4, Laureth-23, Tocopheryl Acetate ( Vitamin E), Aloe
Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Polysorbate 20, Carbomer, Disodium EDTA, Methyl Chloro
Isothiazolinone, Methyl Isothiazolinone, Industrial Hemp Extract - Full Spectrum, Cinnamon Leaf
Essential Oil, Rosemary Essential Oil, Lavender Essential Oil, Pure Capsicum Oil.

POTENCY - Custom Formulation available
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FURTHER MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES

Face cream
Restorative eye cream/balm
Massage lotion
Topical-cream
Topical-spray
Body scrubs
Deodorant

Body wash
Shampoo & conditioner
Eye cream 
Antiseptic soap
Bath bombs
Tattoo Balm
Lip balm
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TOPICAL INGREDIENTS OPTIONS
 USDA organic ingredients
 Antioxidants
 Butters
 Clays
 Essential oils
 Extracts

Vitamin A Palmitate 
Vitamin C (Absorbic Acid) 
Vitamin C Ester (Abscorbyl Palmitate) 
Vitamin E TPGS 
Beta Carotene Vitamin 
DL-Panthenol (Pro-Vitamin B5)
Magnesium Ascorbyl Phosphate (MAP) 
Vitamin C 



HEMP FLOWER / EXTRACTSHEMP FLOWER / EXTRACTS  
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ABOUT - Create your own Smoke with access to dozens of compliant flowers. From
outdoor to indoor, we have you covered.

POTENCY - Ask your Formula 787 representative about the details to formulate your
own.

CBD HEMP JOINTS

CBD CARTRIDGES

ABOUT - CBD distillate, live resin, delta 8 + choice of hundreds of different terpenes. 

POTENCY - Ask your Formula 787 representative about the details to formulate your
own.
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SPECIALTY FORMULATIONSSPECIALTY FORMULATIONS
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Calming treats (Grain or Grain free)
Pain + Inflammation (Grain or Grain free)
Glucosamine (Grain or Grain-free)
Gluten-free/ Grain free/ NON GMO - No Preservatives

ABOUT - Did you know that Phyto-cannabinoids also help animals, such as dogs and
cats, with their medical conditions as well? CBD helps pets who are overly excitable,
have separation anxiety, sore joints, and much more!
Treats available by pet condition:

POTENCY - Custom Formulation available

PET DOG TREATS

PET TINCTURE

ABOUT - Please be sure to dose according to your pet’s needs. “Start slow and go
slow."

POTENCY - Custom Formulation available

FLAVORS - Chicken broth type [natural flavor blend], grilled chicken type, natural
chicken type, natural flavor blend [Fatty notes], herb roasted chicken type, roast beef
pan dripping type, grilled sirloin type, bacon type, roasted pork type, baked ham type,
pepperoni type

P A G E  2 1
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RAW AND BULK MATERIAL
Sold By the Liter (CBD, CBG, CBN, Delta-8,
Delta-10, THC-0 and THCP)
THC free
Broad spectrum
Full Spectrum
Mother's Milk
Custom formulations are available.
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Sold by the Kilo (CBD, CBG, CBN)
Formula 787’s pharmaceutical grade CBD
isolate is simply the Cannabidiol Phyto-
cannabinoid molecule from the hemp plant
extracted to be on its own. The final product
looks like a clean and odorless fine white
powder and is used to create many products to
provide the beneficial medical properties of
CBD.
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Sold by the Kilo
Created by using the latest Nanotechnology,
pure CBD isolate is converted into a water-
soluble substance. This is great for adding into
custom formulas, for example, topicals and
beverage products like CBD water or other. The
nanometer size is 1NM. With percentages of CBD
from 20%-35% depending on liquid or powder
form.
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High percentage CBD strains
Access to 200 greenhouses
Compliant with Industrial Agricultural Act of
2014, Section 7606(b)(2) Controlled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 801 et seq)
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PURCHASE PROCEDURE

A Formula 787 representative will gather general information from the buyer.
This may include, but is not limited to background info, general
understanding, desired price range, quantities, if interested in Formula 787 line
or private labeling.
If the buyer/customer is interested in samples and / or sample package, this
will be free of charge, so long as she/he agrees to the Sample Agreement
Form, stating that if a deal does not come to light within 30 days of the
sample trial period, the buyer/customer shall be invoiced for the samples at
wholesale price.
The representative will then proceed to explain to the buyer/customer that if
they would like to continue with Formula 787, a $300 consulting fee will be
charged. The representative will also explain in detail all the benefits of the
consulting fee. If the buyer/customer is knowledgeable in the CBD industry
and would like to continue working with Formula 787 but has no need for the
consultations by Formula 787, then they may proceed to creating a purchase
order and skip this service.
If the buyer/customer agrees to proceed with Formula 787 consultation
services, the representative will send the buyer/customer the Consultation
Contract for payment and signature.
The $300 consulting fee will be credited to the buyer/customer purchase
order.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

CONTACT AND SALES DEVELOPMENT1
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PURCHASE PROCEDURE

The buyer/customer will be emailed an MNDA form (mutual non-disclosure
non-circumvent agreement) and will be required to return with signature.
Confirm deal terms and purchasing order: the products of choice, MOQ’s,
pricing, Formula 787 line or private labeling, product destination, among other
details.
The Formula 787 representative will register the buyer/customer into the
Formula 787 records and review the order.
Once the order has been reviewed and verified, the Formula 787
representative will then send to the buyer/customer the invoice, invoice and
payment terms to be signed, and any COA’s available or otherwise asked for
by the customer.

1.

2.

3.

4.

BUYER REGISTRATION2
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PURCHASE PROCEDURE

The buyer/customer first sends to the Formula 787 Rep. the signed and
accepted invoice and terms. From this point a 50% deposit must be payed in
order to begin fulfillment of order. Payment methods include certifiable check
or wire transfer.
The payments for first new buyers/customers will always be 50/50. If, and
when, a trusted business relationship is met between Formula 787 and the
buyer/customer, Formula 787 may agree to Net 30 payment terms after a
credit check.

1.

2.

CONFIRMATIONS AND PRODUCTION COMMENCEMENT3
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PURCHASE PROCEDURE

Manufacturing begins upon payment of deposit. Turnaround times for all
orders are directly dependent on the scale of the order. Orders purchased
from the Formula 787 in-stock line, flash sales, or liquidation sales are
immediate. All orders “made to order” at larger quantities, distribution level,
will have a turnaround time of 30 business days.
The remaining balance (50%) must be paid before shipment of final
products. The estimated turnaround time may take longer if the buyer /
customer requires COA’s for the final product just manufactured for “made to
order” orders. This will require a standard 4-day testing time.
The buyer is responsible for shipping. Products are shipped to the fulfillment
center or destination of choice of the buyer/customer using their FedEx or ups
account.
Upon delivery, buyer/customer will confirm they have received the order.
Review the order and enjoy!

1.

2.

3.

4.

FINAL STAGES4
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TESTIMONIALS
"As a nutritionist and wellness coach I’ve tried so many CBD products, and have
never felt any discernible difference. From the first time I tried a Formula 787
gummy I could tell they were different. I felt relaxed almost immediately and
ended up getting sleepy much earlier than usual. I also love that they are organic
and feel confident recommending them to people.”

- ELIZABETH SANDS, MS, CNS

"I have been using Formula787 product line for about a year now, it’s been great
for my knees and shoulders, by far the best of any CBD lotions that I have tried.
Love full spectrum!!!"

- RICHARD HUANG, MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTOR AND SECURITY CONSULTANT

"I feel like it’s the best product I’ve used for getting a good night’s sleep without
having drowsiness the next morning.”

- BARBARA T., FORMULA787 CUSTOMER
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THANK YOU
Website: https://formula787.com

Call: (787)-523-6657

Email: contact@formula787.com

Instagram: @formula787

U.S. FDA Registration No. 14454848144

OLIC#72_0018P


